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Abuse Test Videos 

Steel Thickness 
Thick 3/16" bodies and 5/16" 

doors, so manual tools such 

as pike axes cannot breach 

the safe.                             

Optional packages to get 

thicker steel to slow down 

high powered tool attacks. 

Includes 3/16" stainless 

reinforcements.                          

        

Unbeatable steel thickness for

the price.                  

Linkage Design 
A tested and proven design 

that can handle extreme 

abuse, unlike any other safes 

on the market.  

Fully supported deadbolts 

welded in place, not screwed 

onto angle iron. 

Less moving parts which allows 

less potential to break  so it 

lasts generations.   

 

Pressure activated 

relocker only engages during a 

breach  and not by accident. 

Up to 4.5" of 2300° Ceramic 

Wool and Glass Blanket is 

stuffed throughout the 

safe. Comes with a 16g steel 

liner inside.

Ceramic Wool is known as an 

actual fire insulator, unlike 

cheap fire board or light 

weight "cement" composite. 

Survived multiple house fires, 

as well as tested in fully 

furnished house burn downs 

with arson investigators. 

Fire Insulator 

Made In The USA 
Made in America, by American workers using American

supplies whenever possible. Four generations strong, 

family owned and operated since 1959.

Thousands of excellent reviews from forums,

Google Maps, Yelp, Facebook, our 

website and other locations.

Raving Reviews 

Sturdy Safe is the first safe manufacturer to offer it's customers a wide variety of test videos to prove 

our safes strength. We are confident in our products and that is why we are not afraid to continually 

test them unlike another safe manufacturer has. Every Sturdy Safe shown in the videos are the 

Standard Package 3/16" bodies and 5/16" doors. Videos can be viewed on our website or our Youtube 

channel. Look for the following titles: 

10000lb. forklift Sturdy Gun Safe door pull test. 

10000lb. forklift side pull test on a Sturdy Safe jamb.  

Sturdy Safe with only two active deadbolts Vs. Pry Bar.    

9lb. Sledge hammer deadbolt test on a Sturdy Gun Safe. 

Beating on the handle shaft of a Sturdy Gun Safe.  

Axe vs. a Sturdy 3/16" body and competitors 11g body with "cement" composite insulator. 

Stainless steel liner upgrade vs. a torch attack. 
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Bodies And Doors 

Our 3/16" bodies (including the top and bottom 

plates) measure out to a heavy 7 gauge, but we 

offer packages that can beef-up the safe body 

beyond 3/8" thick. We use only high steel 

quality which varies from A36 to grade 50. There 

are no skip welds in the bodies of Sturdy Safes. All 

welds are hot and penetrating with 1/2" 

widths. Sturdy Safe's uni-body is a single piece of 

steel completely formed with 12 bends, which 

eliminates weak splicing at the door seat. It 

actually forms the body itself into a door seat, 

making it a more durable design by producing a 

large and uniform surface on which 

the deadbolts bolts can press onto.  

Our inflexible doors come standard at 5/16" 

thick with packages that can beef-up the door 

over 1/2" thick. Exposed hinges allow the door 

to open 180 degrees. Once the door is open, these

hinges also allow the door to be removable so it's 

lighter to move in two parts. Inside the door is a 

frame made with virtually all 3/16" plate. This 

frame brings the total door depth to 3" which 

helps maximize interior space. There are also 

more 1/2" wide welds holding the lock assembly 

to the door than any other gun safe on the 

market. 

Sturdy Safe's doors will not accept a crow bar due 

to how deep they are recessed and how tight the 

door gaps are. Gap tolerances vary per safe, but 

few other gun safes come close to our tight 

tolerances.



Linkage Design 

Like high security TL safes, our 

deadbolt housing helps to guide and 

reinforce the moving deadbolts to 

align properly no matter what is in 

the way. Even with tremendous 

amounts of force pulling on the 

deadbolts (for example a 10,000lb 

forklift pulling on the door). Our 

deadbolts will not deviate from their 

alignment. The shear strength of our 

7/8" deadbolts are about 30,000lbs. 

There are 8 deadbolts total and we 

don't even need as many as we have. 

Unlike other safes on the market, you 

are allowed to slam the door (with or 

without the deadbolts sticking 

out), force deadbolts to engage, lay 

the safe down to move it and jerk on 

the handle bar. We can do this 

because we have a pressure activated 

relocker and no problematic clutches 

and shear pins that break within the 

safe when force is applied. This 

combination allowed us to remove 

the possibility of getting accidentally 

locked out and needing a locksmith 

entry, or repairs by simple everyday 

use or even a little abuse.  

Sturdy Safe has an oversized hardplate that helps protect against drilling, 

punching and manipulation to the combination box and relocker. The plate is 

hardened at another facility before installation. It is floated over the relocker 

since welding could cause it to fracture. 

Our pressure activated relocker is not one to be easily defeated. It will collapse 

in a very predictable way and engages in accordance with the amount of force

being used in the attack. It is a smart relock design because it will only fire 

when it is needed, preventing you from being locked out (requiring a 

locksmith entry) with minor abuse or everyday use. 

We do not want our lock system to rely on the strength of it's combination 

box deadbolt tongue (like most safe manufacturers do), so we added 

reinforcements to help it be able to withstand 16,000 pounds of resistance. 

We also reinforce the back of the combination box with a 10g plate to 

prevent punching and manipulation to the lock.   



Fire Insulator Not everyone needs a fire insulator. This is 

why Sturdy Safe's insulator is an option. 

One can save money by opting to forgo it. If 

you need an outstanding insulator, Sturdy 

Safe's insulation duo is designed to keep heat 

out with virtually the same engineering used 

to keep heat in for extreme heat ovens and 

kilns. The main material is 2.5" of ceramic wool 

at an 8lb density stuffed everywhere inside the

safe. A low temperature glass blanket is then 

added as a filler for the top, bottom and door. 

This true insulator is of high quality and will 

not loose structural integrity even after a fire. It

can easily be fitted into the tightest of places 

without having open seam problems. 

Sturdy Safe uses UL tested intumescent fire 

calking, that is then covered by a custom fit boiler 

gasket designed for high temp ovens and kilns. 

The LCI Firestop Sealant is designed to prevent the 

spread of fire, smoke, toxic fumes, and moisture 

for up to 3 hours and expanding to eight times it's 

normal capacity. It's doubled the size of average 

fire gaskets for 2x the 

coverage and 

protection. A 

custom fit fire 

gasket is important 

for a fireproof safe 

because clearance 

between the door 

and the door seat of

any safe body on 

the market cannot 

be made to fit 

exactly the same 

every time. 



What Is Our Fire Rating? We can confidently tell you that our fire lined

gun safe will out perform the majority of RSC

safes on the market because we have tested 

in real house burn downs and have gone 

through multiple complete burn downs with

success. As far as fire ratings go, we do not 

offer one. This is because we don't want to 

mislead people like most safe companies do 

with their customers. When you see a fire 

rating on a RSC that holds long guns, the 

manufacturer did one of two things: 

 1. Made up the rating and never had it 

tested. 

2. Took their safe to a facility to do controlled 

testing in furnaces.  

To make your search for a UL Fire Rated RSC (residential security safe) easier, know there is not one that 

currently exists on the market that is a long gun safe. 

Having a UL RSC rating does not mean the safe is also UL Fire Rated. 

Having a UL Fire Rating on the fire insulator being used, does not mean the safe itself is UL Fire Rated. If 

this was the case, we would say our safe was UL Fire Rated for 2300 degrees indefinitely, and steel melts 

before then. 

If a realistic fire rating is important to you, it's best you find a UL Fire rated safe. They tend to be a lot 

smaller in size and quite a bit of money. 

The furnace tests done eliminates point of no return, which means the inside wall of the safe is hot enough

to carry the inside temperature to combustion. They also request to eliminate cool down time in order to 

make the safe test well. 

We would like to be UL Fire rated since they are the only honest testing facility by giving you a realistic 

burn time, but they want too much money to do it and customers would still be comparing us to gun 

safes with misleading ratings.  

Survived Complete Accidental Home Burn Downs

Please visit our website to learn more about these two fires. 

BURN 2

BURN 1



Lifetime Warranty 

We strive to be the most honest gun safe manufacturer in the industry, so unlike our competitors, we tell everything about 

our warranty right here, not after you buy the safe or after you request to see the warranty. 

What's Covered On The Standard Warranty? - Sturdy Gun Safe warrants each new safe of vault door to be free from defects

in all it's mechanical parts for the lifetime of the original owner. This warranty also applies to damage incurred due to fire 

(fire lined safes only), and burglary. Contents of the safe are not included. Sturdy Gun Safe shall at it's sole and absolute 

option, either repair or replace the safe with the same or equivalent model free of charge. It's up to Sturdy Gun Safe's 

discretion to use this warranty more than once per safe. Freight and Locksmith entries are free of charge if it's damaged 

due to fire (fire lined safes only), or if it has defects in it's mechanical parts.  

What's Covered On The $150 Extra Warranty, That The Standard Warranty Doesn't Cover? - The only difference is when it 

comes to a burglary attack, we will cover shipping costs and a locksmith entry, if needed. 

What Is Not Covered: Paint Jobs- If the safe is repaired by us, we can repaint it for you. If it's not repaired by us, we cannot 

repaint it. However, we will send you enough touch up paint to paint it yourself if desired. 

If You Purchased The Hardplate Upgrade Option- Locksmith entries are voided in the warranty when you get this upgrade,

however, everything else is still covered. The reason is because this Hardplate Upgrade is designed to keep out locksmiths, 

so you can imagine the bill they would leave attempting to break into that safe. This warranty also doesn't cover acts of 

God, misuse, or abuse. 

If You Purchased An Electronic Lock - These are warranted for two years including locksmith entries. Once you are past the

two year mark, where we state we will cover locksmith entries in our warranty is then voided. We will not cover the 

locksmith entry if you are at fault for damaging it (this falls under misuse). The part will be examined by the locks 

manufacturer to determine what the malfunction is and how it occurred. 

If You Failed Changing The Combination - We give you as much advise as possible to prevent this from happening, 

however, if you end up needing a locksmith after failing to change the combination, you will need to cover the charges. If 

you claim that it is a lock malfunction, as opposed to a failure to change the combination correctly, and you request 

warranty work to be made to the safe: we will keep the safe and refund you everything but shipping costs. 

What We Mean By Defects Of It's Mechanical Parts - Anything mechanical that is fixed or moving is covered. Such as: the 

squareness of the safe body, the hinges, mechanical spin dials, the linkage parts, all connectors, the handle, the handle 

shaft, all bushings there in, and loose screws. 

Our Definition Of Acts of God, Misuse or Abuse - We will not repair damage due to (for example); dropping the safe from 

an excessive height, using it like a wrecking ball, obstructing or altering the moving parts of the linkage, combination box 

or dial, doing your own torture tests, flood damage, earthquakes, tornadoes, etc... however, it's up to our discretion to fix it 

anyways, considering you pay shipping charges. 

To Obtain Warranty Service, The Purchaser Must - Supply a letter from their home owners insurance company denying 

coverage of the safe and the letter must reference; burglary or fire, have prior authorization to return the defective safe 

(empty of contents), have proof of purchase (if we don't already have you in our system) supply photographs of the 

damage prior to shipping, be within 30 days of the incident (it's up to our discretion to extend the 30 day period given), 

and have the safe ready to be picked up, on a pallet, banded down, at a location the freight company can pick it up. This 

warranty does not cover any cost to remove or install the current or replacement safe. 

Buyers Responsibility - Don't forget the combo number. Never force or strike the dial. Lock the dial before moving the safe. 

To prevent injury to hands and fingers, use caution when closing the door. Do not open the safe while it's upside down, or 

on it's back. Keep children at a safe distance while shutting the safe. Properly bolt it down. In non fire lined safes, do not 

stack items in the door shelves that blocks the swing of the deadbolts. Oil the deadbolts with Tri-Flow or gun oil. Do not 

use WD-40. 



Safe Inside A Safe 

Twin Lock System- Spin And Electronic, Or Two Spin 

This pry resistant safe has an interior space that measures about 12"D x 9.5"W x 4"H, and is 

welded to the inside ceiling of the gun safe. The body is 5/16" and the door is 5/16".

Two separate and complete locking systems for double the locksmith 

entry time. Both dials need to be in working condition in order to get in, so

one dial won't override the other. Either dial can be left in the unlocked 

position if you wanted one to remain unlocked. 

D-Drive Electronic 
This type 1 electronic dial by S&G has less moving parts and boast a longer lifespan. Even 

though they will last longer, they will still not outlive our mechanical spin dials. 

This key will allow you to lock the dial so anyone who has the combination cannot get 

into it. Some customers want them for quick day access, but for security reasons we do 

not recommend using them that way. Not available for electronic locks. 

Key In Dial 

Hand Gun Hangers 
Store More Gun hand gun hangers allow you to store your pistols with 100% use of your 

shelving space. They fit as small as .22 caliber, or larger. Vinyl coated and made in the 

USA!

Dri-Rod Dehumidifier 
The Dri-Rod is great if you have an outlet near by the safe. Just plug it in and forget about

it. It dehumidifies by regulating the temperature inside.   

Eva-Dry Dehumidifier 
The Eva-Dry comes in handy if you are not placing the safe next to an outlet. It sucks 

moisture out of the the driest climates. Once indicator says it's wet, plug it into an 

outlet for 10-12 hours till it's dry and place back in the safe. 

Fire Insulator 

The interior is stuffed with 2.5" Of 2300° 8 lb. density Ceramic Wool and 1" to 2" of  Glass 

Blanket. Then it's compressed by a 16 gauge internal steel liner. If you do not add this 

option the safe will have no fire insulator. 
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Packages 
800-262-0023 

 

       3/16" Body

       5/16" Door

Standard Package 

Most Popular Package 
       4g Body

       3/8" Door

       8"x12" Stainless Door Upgrade

       4g Body

       3/8" Door

       8"x12" Stainless Door Upgrade

       4-5ft of 3/16" Door Jamb Reinforcement

       4-5ft of 3/16" Side Wall Reinforcement

This entry level package is still a few steps above the competition. It's tailored

for the customer who wants to stop non-powered tools (ex: pike axes, crow 

bars, sledge hammers) from breaching the safe. 

**Models 4227-6, 6028-6 will not offer this package.** 

These are the most popular options ordered. Perfect for those who want to

stop high powered tools (grinders, sawzalls etc.) from breaching the safe 

longer than the Standard Package body would perform. Comes with a 

8x12" Stainless Upgrade that is 3/16" thick, which protects the heart of the 

lock system from any high power tool attack by covering: the combo box 

area, hardplate, and relock. Since this plate is on the exterior of the door, it 

adds to the commercial look of the safe and a visual deterrent for burglars.

Heavy Metal Package 

A sensible way add 2x the break in time with high power tools in the areas 

it matters most. Comes with the 8x12" Stainless Upgrade as mentioned 

above and two sheets of 4-5ft of 3/16" plate heavily welded to the right and 

left side of the interior safe wall and door jamb area. 4ft in height for the 

60"h safes and 5ft in height for the 72"h safes. Bringing the side wall and 

jamb thickness to a total 7/16" thick. We placed it at the most common and

comfortable level burglars attack for long periods of time (considering you 

bolt the safe down and it's up against a wall). 

**All packages with 3/16" reinforcements will have these reinforcements visible inside the safe if if the fire

insulator is not ordered. All packages with full coverage 3/16" reinforcements on the door will have 

cutouts around hinge area for possible removal of the door.**



More Packages 

800-262-0023 

       4g Body

       3/8" Door

       Full 3/16" Door Reinforcement

       Full 3/16" Roof Reinforcement

       4-5ft of 3/16" Door Jamb Reinforcement

       4-5ft of 3/16"  Back Wall Reinforcement

       4-5ft of 3/16" Side Wall Reinforcement

Magnum Steel Package 

Sturdy Signature Package 
   4g Body

   3/8" Door

   Full 3/16" Door Reinforcement

   Full 3/16" Roof Reinforcement

   8"x12" Stainless Door Upgrade

   4-5ft of 3/16" Door Jamb Reinforcement

   4-5ft of 3/16"  Back Wall Reinforcement

   4-5ft of 3/16" Stainless Side Wall Reinforcement

   4g Body

   3/8" Door

   Full 3/16" Stainless Door Reinforcement

   Full 3/16" Stainless Roof Reinforcement

   4-5ft of 3/16" Stainless Door Jamb Reinforcement

   4-5ft of 3/16" Back Wall Reinforcement

   4-5ft of 3/16" Stainless Side Wall Reinforcement

This packages has layers of thick steel reinforcement secured to the 

majority of the safe, making the body majority 7/16" thick and the door over

a half inch thick! We heavily weld 4-5ft of 3/16" plate to the back wall, sides 

and jambs. 4ft in height for the 60"h safes and 5ft in height for the 72"h 

safes. The exterior of the whole door, and the interior of the whole roof is 

covered in 3/16" non stainless. 

So good we had to put our name on this stainless and non stainless plate 

blend. Due to the cost of stainless, we strategically placed it where it 

matters most and placed the non stainless as a back up everywhere 

else. 3/16" stainless performs like 9/16" non stainless. It is the ultimate in 

security for torch resistance (or any other cutting tool), without all the 

weight of resorting to a cement filled safe. 

Stainless Elite Package 

4x the security with only twice the weight. Ease your mind from high power 

tool and torch attacks with these 3/16" thick stainless sheets. We left the 

back wall non stainless since most customers are anchoring the safe down, 

backed up against a wall.



Interior Options 

All shelving interior. Shelves will hold about 150 lbs. Four shelves for 60" tall 

safes and five shelves for 72" high safes. Fully removable and adjustable up 

and down. 

Gun Racks 

One top shelf that holds about 150 lbs., 1 gun rack 

of your choice, 1 side shelf that can hold about 150 

lbs. and 2 ten inch wide bottom side shelves that 

hold up to 40lb each. Two top shelves for 72" high 

safes. You are able to remove the side shelves to 

gain the full gun capacity of the safe. Fully 

removable and adjustable up and down. 

Interior #1 

Interior #2 

This customized interior comes with one split top shelf that holds about 150 

lb., 1 gun rack of your choice, 3 side shelves that can hold about 150 lb. Two 

top shelves for 72" high safes. Widths of the side shelves and gun capacity 

will vary based on the division, as well as gun rack you choose. We will call to

help you pick the best division. Perfect for those with a low gun count and 

wanting more supported shelf space. Fully removable and adjustable up 

and down. 

Interior #3 

Standard Rack Easyout Loop 

The Standard Rack will hold more long guns than the Easyout Loop, but the Easyout Loop will allow 

you to get to all your guns with ease, so no need to take the ones out in the front to get to the ones in 

the back. Rifle Rods store the guns perfectly upright with plastic rods that go down the barrel and hang 

by a loop fabric system under the top shelf. They have the potential to store more guns with easier 

access to the guns in the back.

Rifle Rods 



Finishes 

Added 10g diamond plate around the top and 

bottom door edges, as well as front right and left jamb.

Left the handle chrome and dial black.

Added a pull bar with diamond shaped ends. 

Flat and semi gloss black texture paint

Black Diamond Plate
Added 3/16" plate around the top, 

bottom and middle of the body with 

weld rivet detailing. 

Silver rivets, handle and 8x12" plate 

with black dial. 

Flat and semi gloss black texture 

paint.  

** If you ordered a package that includes the 8x12" Stainless Plate around the dial, it will come as pictured, but the 

8x12" Stainless Plate is not included in this finish option. If you ordered a package with a 3/16" thick plate added to 

the whole door, the safe will have a strip of diamond plate around the perimeter of the door. **        

Old Hollywood 

Color 
Options

Matte Black 

And Black 

Speckle 

Dark Grey And 

Black Speckle 

Dark Green 

And Black 

Speckle (Comes Standard)



Distressed Metal

Added 3/16" plate around the top and 

bottom edges with weld rivet detailing.

Made the handle, dial, and 8x12" 

Stainless Plate silver.

Added a pull bar to the door, and tie 

down rings to the sides.

Brown textured paint.

Kept the natural condition of the steel.

Added 3/16" plate around the 

top and bottom edges with 

weld rivet detailing. 

Distressed the handle and dial. 

Added a pull bar. 

Clear coated. 

Ground strategic markings, so 

no two distressed safes will look 

alike                      

**If you ordered a package that includes the 8x12" Stainless Plate around the dial, we will add weld rivet detailing to 

it as pictured, but the 8x12" Stainless Plate is not included in this finish option. If you ordered a package with a 3/16" 

thick plate added to the whole door, the safe will have weld rivet detailing around the perimeter of the door.** 

More Finishes 

Antique Chest 



Standard Features List 

Recessed Doors With Impressively Tight Gaps

Two 11/16" Anchor Holes. Three In Safes 42" Wide Or 

Wider.

Non-bendable/Non-damageable Supported 

Deadbolts

Lifetime Warranty From Fire, Burglary And 

Malfunctioning

1/2" Hot And Penetrating Body Welds

Exceeds UL RSC And DOJ Requirements

#1 or #2 Interior (With Or Without Side Shelves)

**These standard features will come with every Sturdy Safe. Some of these features will be replaced if certain 

options are added, such as the D-Drive Electronic Dial,  upgraded finishes, or Hardplate Upgrade**

Dark Gray And Black Speckle Finish 

12 Bend Uni-Body Construction 

Extra Hardened Hardplate 

Pressure Activated Relocker

S&G Group 2 Model 6730 Spin Dial

Key For Changing The Combination 

Damage Resistant Linkage 

Exposed Hinges / Removable Door 

Combination Deadbolt Reinforcement 

3 Shelves In The Door Of Non Fire Lined Safes 

3/8" Electric Hole 

Punch Resistant Back Plate On The Combo Box

Model 6028-6 

Options Displayed: Interior #2, Non Fire Lined, Standard Package, Dark Grey & Black Finish 

.com



Model 4227-6 

Model 4827-6 

Options Displayed: Interior #2, Fire Lined, Most Popular Package, Dark Grey & Black Finish 

Options Displayed: Interior #2, Fire Lined, Most Popular Package, Electronic Dial, Dark Grey & Black Finish 



Model 3224-6 

Model 3627-6 

Options Displayed: Interior #2, Fire Lined, Standard Package, Twin Lock System, Dark Grey & Black Finish 

Options Displayed: Interior #3, Fire Lined, Standard Package, Electronic Dial, Dark Grey & Black Finish 



Model 3224 

Model 3627 

Options Displayed: Interior #2, Fire Lined, Standard Package, Dark Grey & Black Finish 

Options Displayed: Interior #2, Non Fire Lined, Standard Package, Dark Grey & Black Finish 



Model 2419 

Model 2822 

Options Displayed: Interior #2, Non Fire Lined, Standard Package, Dark Grey & Black Finish 

Options Displayed: Interior #2 (No Side Shelves), Fire Lined, Standard Package, Dark Grey & Black Finish 




